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The Green Ranger and Blue Ranger are lost in a mysterious world, as the rest of our heroes must

try and track them down.Tommy and Billy are lost in a mysterious land without their powers. With

the world reeling after Ritaâ€™s attacks, Jason, Kimberly, Zack, Trini, and Alpha 5 must do all they

can to save Zordon, and bring their missing friends home.  From writer Kyle Higgins (Nightwing,

Batman Beyond 2.0) and artists Hendry Prasetya (Power Girl) and Jonathan Lam (Gotham

Academy) comes the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers along with the continuing Adventures of Bulk

and Skull from Steve Orlando (Supergirl) and Corin Howell (Bat-Mite).
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Â  Kyle Higgins is a #1 New York Times Best Selling writer whose past work includes NIGHTWING,

BATMAN ETERNAL, GATES OF GOTHAM, BATMAN BEYOND 2.0, and DEATHSTROKE. After

spending two years at the University of Iowa, Kyle transferred to Chapman University where he

co-wrote and directed a superhero noir titled THE LEAGUE, about the 1960&#39;s superhero labor

union of Chicago. In addition to opening doors at Marvel Comics, the film served as a creative

launch point for Kyle&#39;s 2014 Image Comics series, C.O.W.L..  At present, Kyle is working on

several creator owned titles at Image, including the upcoming HADRIAN&#39;S WALL, as well as
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This ongoing series is so good! I love how Higgins has taken such a staple of my childhood and

brought it to the present with more modern and mature storytelling while keeping the fun and

ridiculousness that is Power Rangers.This is the third volume, so it picks up where the last one

ended. Lord Drakkon is a main focus of this volume. I love the design of his costume. And I am

totally here for his backstory. I'm a big fan of alternate timelines and time travel, so it's exactly my

cup of tea.There's a whole chapter in this volume that puts the main story on the back burner and

focuses on one character, Billy. A different artist draws this chapter so there's a more personal feel

to it. I liked it, but having less of the main story in this volume made me hungry for more.I really like

the references to other seasons of Power Rangers. I won't go into details, but the last panel has two

people standing next to each other that made me very excited.The Ongoing Adventures of Bulk &

Skull has another story at the end of this volume. It's a fun, cute story but I'd prefer more of the

character stories than another comical slap comedy with those lovable antagonists.I give this

volume a 5/5. Higgins knows what to do with Power Rangers. My favorite ongoing comic series

currently out there.

This might be the first series I've ever preordered. I I loved the first volume and how it set up the

world we know from the show, while adding a more mature spin to it, 2nd volume was just as good

with introducing a truly credible threat in the Black Dragon, an enemy who could take on all 6

rangers easily and kidnaps billy and strips the rangers of their powers, and this volume continues

the black dragon arc by revealing who/what he really is and how he knows to take the rangers

downHis reveal is both cool, but also kind of an obvious answer.The art continues to be great,

writing is also great, and altogether is just really solid. Only drawback is that it feels short, but that's

because the story is so good, you won't want to put it down. Admittedly 4 issues a trade is short, but

boom releases the issues once a month, giving Higgins and the artist enough time to craft

something greatThe stage is also being set to change Tommy into the white ranger. Not really a

spoiler, I think Higgins will fully change him once lord zed arrives, but that still might be 2-3 volumes

away

I had not read the Power Rangers comics until these volumes started being published and I can

honestly say that I am hooked! I loved the series as a kid (though I was admittedly not the target

age range, but a little older) and to see the characters brought to new light with an engrossing story

is wonderful! The first two volumes really set up this climatic point of the series where new

revelations change the history of the franchise for good. I was disappointed to see the story end



where it did, but it just makes me hungry for the next volume. While you could wait for a bigger

collection, you would do yourself great injustice to wait on reading this awesome series.

Great experience, my daughter loves theses!

Loving the Flashback and the art

Amazing entry into the MMPR comic universe. If you liked Mighty Morphin growing up, and maybe

have thought about it during the recent fad, look into these comics. They are worth it. Much better

than expected.

So good! But too short.

Dude its an addicting book series.
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